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INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH - SHADOW and DARKNESS BUSTER The "DISPELL DARKNESS

MAXIMIMUM" series provides the same basic, foundational protection and banishing power of the 'Dispell

Darkness - Invite Light' series ( tracks 1 and 2 ) AND dramatically INCREASES the strength and force of

the banishing and clearing power of the original tracks.... You'll feel and notice the difference

IMMEDIATELY For many people, the original 2 track series were enough to definitely feel a room get

lighter, brighter.... they could sense the shadows and dark clumpy clouds and ectoplasmic goo breaking

up and dissolving..... But it was brought to my attention occasionally that a small handful of people

sometimes ran into situations where the shadows and darkness in their home or room.... would linger on

the far periphery as though they were just waiting to come back the moment the original frequencies

stopped playing or they felt that in some cases the darkness and shadows were so strong and stubborn

that even though the frequency was felt to work substantially, the users could still sense some remnants

of the shadows left.... life gum sticking to your shoes. Well... no longer people! With the "DISPELL

DARKNESS MAXIMIMUM" series of six tracks you get super heavy duty, maximum industrial strength

clearing. These frequencies penetrate, pierce, radiantly blind and purge negative energies and send then

howling and screaming for cover.... Got a haunted house? Really bad vibes in your room? Creepy

feelings in the middle of the night when you wake up? Well now you can laugh your ass off when you see

how quickly the room starbursts into luminous positive vibrating energy and immediately evaporates any

invisible critters lurking about...and Im not kidding or exagerating here... you really WILL find this funny...

but the predators lurking about wont see the humour in it at all.... they'll just flee like mosquitos being

chased by a big can of insect repellent... AND they will have a bitch of a time trying to lurk around the

edges AND the frequencies will tend to embed their vibrational energies into the environment itself lasting

for some time making it pretty challenging for darkness to return to a well saturated area.... All six tracks

can be used together, looped OR you can use any individual track in the series on its own. For best

results, use all six tracks, one to six, looped in sequence and play continuously for an average of one to

four hours. Each track contains similiar information but is rendered in different ways, this allows for
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maximum penetration of the information into the environment and body.... Following below is the

description for the former, earlier versions of Dispell Darkness (not the maximum strength versions), all of

the below applies as well to the new versions. Amazing Busts up Internal Dark Clouds. Ever feel like

those negative self talk voices are getting to be too much? Users report DISPELL 1,2 as being incredibly

powerful at splintering and breaking the hold of dark energies grasping at the mind and heart and

banishing them. This allows a person a chance to come up for air and breathe again and get a hold of

their lives and selves so they can re-orient and move forward positively
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